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DESCRIPTION
PneumaSeal HD was scientifically developed to eliminate flat tires in a variety of applications.  Patented tire sealant technology enables PneumaSeal
HD to quickly and effectively seal tread area punctures up to ¼ inch in diameter.  PneumaSeal HD also seals and prevents air loss from bead leaks, rim 
leaks and tire porosity.  The unique thixotropic formula of PneumaSeal enables it to maintain an even layer of sealant around the inner liner of the tire, 
which allows for immediate sealing of any tread area puncture.  PneumaSeal HD has been thoroughly tested in laboratories studies and in field trials 
plus PneumaSeal HD is guaranteed to prevent flat tires for the life of the tire.

ADVANTAGES
Prevents flat tires.
Reduces fuel costs by maintaining the recommended tire pressure.
Prevents under-inflation due to slow leaks or punctures.
Continuously coats interior casing to fill cracks.
Reduces internal dry rot and deterioration by keeping tire casing moist and pliable.
Protects against rust and corrosion.
Maximizes and extends tire life by more than 20% by maintaining proper tire inflation and pulling excess heat away from the tread area.
Seals rim weld imperfections.
Reduces the risk of tire blowouts.
Ready to use – requires no mixing, stirring, shaking or other special preparation.

RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS
Agriculture equipment Industrial (fork lifts, skid loaders, etc.)
All Terrain Vehicles (ATVs) Lawn & Garden tractor after market
Automobiles Lawn & Garden tractor manufacturers
Bicycles Light Duty Trucks
Common carriers Medium Duty Trucks (up to 26,000 GVW)
Community service fleets (police, fire, etc.) Military vehicles
Construction Miscellaneous small wheel vehicles
Consumer Motorcycles
Delivery vehicles Off the road vehicles (OTR)
Farm implements Rental vehicles and equipment
Fleet vehicles Snow plows and snow blowers
Forestry Trailers (boats, horse, house, utility)
Golf carts Wheelchairs
Golf course equipment Wheelbarrows

TYPICAL PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Appearance --------------------------------------------------------------------- Thick green liquid
Scent ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Slight solvent
Weight, per U.S. gallon ------------------------------------------------------ 8.51 lbs.
Specific gravity ----------------------------------------------------------------- 1.02
Viscosity -------------------------------------------------------------------------- Thick (thixotropic)
Flashpoint ------------------------------------------------------------------------Non-Flammable
Rinsability ------------------------------------------------------------------------ Excellent
Stability --------------------------------------------------------------------------- Excellent
Storage -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2 year minimum (closed container)
DOT shipping ------------------------------------------------------------------- Non-hazardous

AVAILABLE PACKAGE SIZES
275 gallon totes, 55 gallon drums, 5 gallon pails, 12x1 Quart Case & 12x1 Pint Cases
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